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SUIMARY
On the premise of a rectangular velocity wave arriv-
ing at the valve, the equation of motion of a spri-ng-
loaded. valve stern is developed and analyzed. It is found
that the stem oscillates, the oscillation frequency being
consistently above the natural frequency of the nozzle
stem alone, and whose amplitudes would increase in the a3-
sence of damping. The results are evaluated and verified
on an example, The pressure in the valve and the spray
volume are analyzed and several pertinent questions are
discussed on the basis of the results.
1. INTRODUCTION
According to recent researches on the phenomena ac-
companying the injection and combustion in solid injection
.
oil e-ngines (reference 1) , the process of the injection is
not uniform (corresponding to the delivery of the fuel
pump), but is rather in mountains and ridges as indicated
by the pressure and valve-stem travel of a spring-loaded
injection valve in figure 1. At first glance one is apt
to attribute this to the fuel pipes (reference 1), espe-
cially when - as in Lieb!s report - it refers to open
valves; that is, valves without stem.
But with closed valves (as the Bosch type, shown in
figure 2), it must be verified whether or not the valve
system itself is perhaps subject to oscillations (as this
so-called “rattling” of the stem seems to indicate) , which
—-—. —-—__ ______ ____________________ -__—-——— ——
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[ would place the cause in the’ valve itself. This investi-
! gation form the subject of this report, aloqg wtth the
injec~ion.lag, the shape of the injection curve and the
pressure during the spray period.
. .,.
It tiill b.e seen that the valve assembly - spring-
load.ed valve stem and compressible content - actually can
oscillate The necessary equatioiis for the mathematical
treatment are given in section 2, subject to several sim-
plifying approximations. The obtained general differen-
tial equation of the 3d order is resolved in section 3;
it yields the natural frequency of the valve assembly.
Saction 4 treats the injection lag, sectiop 5, the bound-
ary equations which afford the special solution of the ‘
motion equation. - .>
.-
,.
,.
The general evaluation;o~ the formulas - effect of
dimensions and operating. conditions of the valve on the
motion process -. is illustrated on an example in sections
6 and 7. The investigations thus far justify some perti-
nent statemeiits (section 8)”. Unpublished data of the Rob-
ert Bosch laboratory, graciously placed at our disposal~
were also analyzed.- Lastly, several particular questions
related to the work, such as pressure course in the valves
course of sprayed quantitys etc. , are discussed.
2. THE MOTION EQUATION OF THFI TALVX STI!M-(fig- 3)
..- .,.
The motion of the ste~ from rest ~position (x = O)
is figured-positive w-hen upward. The loads on the stem
(positive whey downward). in vertical direction are: .
1) The spring tension F = co + ,Cl x with initial
tension co and spring’constan% c1 (kg m-’);
2) The pressure - pfn due to fuel pressure (fig-
ured with whole stem section fn> which thus in-
cludes the approximated quota, even if slight, of L
the mo?entum p“f V2 of the emergi~g spray);
Q ~ in kg ‘-13) A damping force
~dt( sec.) propor-
“. tional:.~o”the sp&edi- .-. .:... ‘ ‘ ‘ -“
:.s ..- -
,“.
4) Lastly.j a constant frictional force R which~ .
.
..— ..———._______
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for rest position prior to stem lift will le greater
(Ro) than when in motion, where it also changes
direction (*Rz)j “
Then ..
.
(1)
with m = mass of oscillating part of valve stem and
spring. Moreover, the continuity condition demands that
the excess of the incoming quantity ft VT over the out-
flowing f~ be equal to the space relinquished through
the movement of the fuel stem in unit time, together with
the decrease in fuel volume effected by the pressure in
unit time or, in other words, that
ax dp
fz vi .fv=fn~+k.~ (2)
The elastic elongation of the wall material” of valve
aild fuel pipe is disregarded;
factor k.
it may be figured in”with
With 3 = elasticity modulus of the fuel ana
v = volume participating in the pressure fluctuations, k
%ecomes
k=; (3)
ATT pbecause the relative reduction in volume is c.= ~ = ~.
For the’present -analysis the discharge quantity fy is
assumea proportional to the travel x of the valve stem,
that is, with a constant r (in mz sec.-z)
fv = rx.
This approaches reality very closely accoraing to the
experiments of the R. Bosch Co. Besiaes, it is the only
assure tion which renaers the profluced clifferential equa-
tio-n?)5 linear, that is, tractable in closes form. This
is important for the reason that only through it the gen-
eral co-nclusion”s, of prime significance herej can be ,read-
ily and comprehensively drawn. The more exact course may
he determined from the ‘stem travel av.a the valve yressure,
with the approximate “calculation as- “oasis. When combining
the spray section
~ux
f of the discharged spray through
with travel x ana valve opening u, the Eulerian
.- ~- -- -. . -..
. .. ... -.4. -.. .. ——- —
.i
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equation !2+=p-pz(p
2
= specific gravity of fuel.$
3?1 = pressure in cylinder) gives for r:
From (1) to (4) follows the differential equation
for the valve-stem motion:
(4a)
~ d3x d2x
(
fn2E ~+fnrEx=fnfZE
—-l—’S— +cl+— )
v~ (5)
dt3 Iiiiz v dt ‘V v
The friction RI is disregarded since it does not appear
during the stem movement; neither does the initial spring
tension.- But it does become effective with each change of
motion direction as a displacement of the center of oscil-
lation in the sense of lowering the amplitudes of natural
oscillations. It has no effect on the natural frequency.
In forced oscillations with periodical interference force,
the conditions may %econe more complicated (reference 2);
hhich is$ however, outside the scope of the present report.
Since equation (5) does not contain the initial spring
tension co, it follows that it has no influence on the
motion process of the valve stem as soon as the movement,
i.e., the injection, has begun. On the other hand, it nat-
urally influences the valve pressure and the injection lag.
3. THE G731?ERALSOLUTION 03’ TIZ!lllJOTION EQUATION
Equation (5) is written as
CLX“l+ 8 x“ -!-p xl -1-‘y x= 8 (6)
the right-hand side giving the tine rate of the speed. in
the tube pro’duced %y the pump or, if fluctuations in the
pipes change the speed, the course of the tube velocity
VI existent on t~he valve. The delivery of the conven-
tional types of -pumps requires only a fraction of the
--whole travel of the pun~ plunger, so that for this reason
the s-peed during delivery does not change very much. For
the following, it is assumed that it remains constani for
the duration of delivery (fig. 4). For the rest, the so-
lution can be foui~d for any course ly a variation of the
*
L .. .—- ——- . . .
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“Con”stailts. But the calculation would become very compli-
cated even for eleneniary assunptioils without effecting
any basic changes.
.. . The natural oscillations are expressed with:
.
U. XII” -1-J! x~ll -+ (3x~? +7 X2 = o (7)00
‘, . .
“bn& app’ropri”ate fern of the general solution of this equa-
tion is
(a)
vherein y and z represent the terms
a~ld
ties
From
/
$ ~ and ~1 are boun’d up with the ori~-inal quanti-
.. .
u., $, y, a~d & through
(lo) fOllOWS that Y is mositive, z negative, %ut.
greater than y in absolute value; y+z i,s therefore
nagative, y - z positive. In conjunction with this,
equation (8) manifests: the valve assembly can oscillate;
its ilatural frequency is
r 3—
— ..
(12)
-. ..- . .-. .-. —. —.
..- .-,- -~.—
.
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The amplitudes increase (kz > O) with little damp-
ing, decrease when the ‘damping is great, and remain un-
changed when
. .
a’s explained
)@ = O;- 8 t~ he defined from .
79 y+z
- = . -—.—
3a 2
(13)
elsewhere in the report. The center of os-
cilla%i.on. approaches OQ an exponential curves the positiofl ‘
prescribed by the pump feed (term
A eh”, Al <O).
. .
The result is graphed in figure 5.
t
Premised on 8 constant in equation (6) , the general
solut”ion of the complete equation (6) is then as ‘follows:
= * e?L1t
x = xl i- 20
-1-eh” (B sin ~st -1-C cos hst) -1-$ “ “ (14)
with (9) to (11) valid for Al, ha, and X3; in other words,
simply the term X. = 8/y 3s added.
A
-. INJECTION LAG
The valve stem does not immediately open upon arrival
of the velocity wave, but rather otily after the pressure
in the valve chamber and fuel tube has risen so that the
pressure on the stem section fr equals the comtined ini-
tial spring tension co and position Ro. (The minor
pressure on the stem tip dueto cylinder pressure is dis-
regarded.) The conditions then, are:
‘Another result of (’2) for the closed valve is:
dp -ftvt=ki;
which, integrated, gives:
k(p- Po) = f~ Jo VI dt;
-t.
.. .
—.-. —— -.. — — ~-~——v. —, .= —-——.—.—.——..,..,
.. . . . . .. . .
.,. -
. . ,.
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here p. is the residual pressure in the injection tube
bettieeninje”cti~ns. .,Theti~e is counted from the begin-
ning of stern travel and }etween the arri-val of the %eloc-
ity.waye and,,,thetravel of the, stem~ .’iCeC; the ?i.njection”.
lag is desigpRt~# %y ,to~ According $0 (15), “we’thetiha+e:
. . . . . .
-“AZ,:j‘ “:’“:. .,.,.,;- .,
.. . (f% . .) ,.fL.- ~-”~{~.Y.~at+ PO. “ ““ ‘“ (1.6)= co.+ Ro.
~from which the ~nje~tion lag to m~y be determined.., In
the general case the integral is solved &aphically; but
since the velocity wave was assumed rectangular its value
equals v~ to and w“ith?regard tfi (3), we have: .
. .
1.
. V;(C-o + R. - ‘po fr). .
to = —J..—-——- —.—————fr f~ VI x
..
(17’)
Accordingly, the injection lag is greater as the valve
content V; ‘..i’ni.tia’i“spring.tension co , and-the stem
friction R. are greater, an-d as the residual pressure
‘ ,To,. the annular section fr, the strength Vz of the
arriving velocity ‘wave$ and the elasticity modulus E of
the fuel are smaller. Being at rest; the mass of the
valve stem has no effect.
In practice tile time to itself is less important
than the lag in degrees of crank angled It is defined by
6n V (Co + R. - p. fr)
90 = 6n to = ——————-——— — ——.——-fr f~ VI E
(17a)
.
,.. ~ .,
Since for one and the same pump the. velocity VZ in-
creases linearly with the revol~ti,on speed, the lag in
degrees of crank angles hy itself remains the same at dif-
ferent speeds, excepting, of course, the minor variations
due to
~O,and”po. . : ‘. :
p~
. >- ‘.
5. BOUNDARY EQUATIONS AND SPECIAL SOLUTION
OF THE MOT-101~EQUATION .
-. .
,At the instant of opening R. changes to the usually
much lower ‘kinerna’ti”cfriction R=; aside fnpm that, the
.. . . .. .. . ,-, .
—
. . ,. co +,.-R.,,
ope-nin~ pressure-”-pi (“=——-———fr 9 co-rnpaie {15~j : he)% actk on
:. .,”.-.-, .-
.,
. .. . . .
. . .. .. ..
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f~ .,,as. well as on the much greater section fnl
&
existing
on the or,i.fice (which for single- teh atomizeis is<.le”s$’
by the arnouqt of the single=s~~, section ~han of~the ~hole
step sectfon fn), so that the stem is acdelerat”ed by a
:force of’ (R. - Rl) + P (fn! - fr). Then” ~he bowuiary eq’ua-
. .
tions at the instant t = O of injection are:
(Ro-Rl) + p (fn~-fr) ~ ~
x = O,xt= o,” X11= —-—..———.———-—---- .
m
(1s)
. .
. .
At the pump cut-off (t = tl) “the mot..ionprocess is
.,,
‘e’xPressed “&ith xl, ’211, and xz’l; from thenfoh %hb system,,
oscillates according” to its natural oscillation:
.,
xl = Al eh” -1-e’h2t(31 ‘sin A3 t + Cl cos ~, t) “(14a)
This new phase is expressed in new time coordinates with
X11 Xll , and xl” as boundary conditions for”” “t = 00
..
L’”
- With, (18),.and the abbreviation X. = ~, .-equation (14)
then gives’ ‘for” A, B, and V:- .~
1,
..-
---
.0 =A+C!+XO, .,.“
0= A Al -4 B ~3 + C!?w,
.
.- % =AL~2+2BL.zl.s+C (A22-A32)2
whence
,-
X. (A22 + A32) - II
A=-— ——————-————.—
. . (Al - &)2 + ?@2 ‘
x: Al (?L32- ?L22+JLLA2)- b (h~-?%?l
B = ———————————--——— .-————----
As [(?WA2}2 + A32]
}
X. h~ (2 A2-A1) - b . .
c’ = ———-———-. -———
(L1--kz)z -1-132
. .
. .
,.,.
..
‘,
(;9)
For- the closing phase, we obtain with xl, 211, and
..:
~ 111 the analogotis ‘“equations-for the qaw qua~,tities Al,
B and Cl: ,
:.
1* ,.
. . ..
. ...
, . . .,. .-. ..,.<
..
,,. .. ...“.,. . .,.
—...—.-.—— —-. -.—— .-.—.. .—..——.—..— ——-— .—._..—
,, .,., . .,,
9}
- ..
XJx’(?r-)+ x~)i.~)+x~l(h12- )t22+-A32)+xJq&?h)
——_..—__________________________________
~~=-”’ (20)
~3 [O& )2 .+ A321 “: “ .,,
..
. .
. .
xl ‘Lx (A.1’-2A,2) + 2x~ * &? - XL”
c1 = -——--—.—4—- ___. ___. __—_____ .-
(?w?w)2 + A32
d’Xa) No, damning.’-
-._.,.—----- The damping factor i) ~,
= o. Then ‘@3’.and:.,yl becone: “ ‘:
.,’
,:
is set ,-. .
(21j “-
coiuforming to (11), (6), and (5). ‘ ~
.:. .’.”
,.
Equ.a;i&.i (12) is”-valid. for the natural frequency L=, ,“ ,
shown in figure 6 plotted against
by
@z/a and ‘Y1/~, where-
,.
,, .. .
%= ~= %+ f;2v~, ‘!!=l= ::?32
--
CLam a (22)
,:. , ..
since 19= Oc. ,.
. . .
.
It is’ seen that the natural frequency increases with
pi/u and T1/a, from which we infer, according to (22):
!?i~enatural freque-ncy of tk.e oscillatory system - spring-
loaded valve together with compressible valve content is
higher as the stem section fn, elasticity modulus E of
,’f . . \
. . ,.. ,>
,:, -
.,
.: . .
.-—— —- .. . . .-. . ....— —. —— .——
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the fuel , spring constant c ~, valve openirig u, and
valve pressure p are greater (the latter are contained
in r according to (4a)) and as the oscillating mass m
and the fuel volume V are smaller.
For low yI./a values the natural frequency is as
that of the valve stem alone, that is, frequency o~ with
which the stem would swing under the effect of the” spring
alone , since according to figure 6 and equations (6) and
and (12) the natural frequency approaches
~.’ =m
when the .yI/Ct values are snall.- In this case, however,
..
.. fna E
the second summand ~ in (22) also disappears so that
,
r
Jc1~3t”= —--=(l)m (23)
That is, ‘the natural frequency of the valve stem only,
follows. Another deduction is: !lhe natural frequency of
the valve system is always higher than that of the valve
stem alone. It approaches this frequency so much closer
as f E, valve opening u, and spray velocity v;
that ?~, as the valve pressure is smaller and the fuel
volume V is greater.
?LIt
The term A e in (14) describes the shift of the
median position of the oscillating valve stem when the
balance of the system has been disturbed by extraneous
interferences. The new position is reached so much fast-
er and at a steeper angle as the absolute amount (always
negative) of 3.1 is higher.
Figure 7 show-s ~lt = y-l- z = L1-1- ~ ver sus $1/cX
and YI/a. This graph reveals and equation (10) confirms
that the Al ! curves become the straight lines ~lr =
‘Y~
r
3
7’12Wit@ a 45° slope for __,p; and become the verti-
V P13
cal lines
, ‘1’= -E :hen 7$ ‘10009 ‘he nope ‘s
never less than 45°, so that with proportional increase of
~1/~ and. vi/a the amount of AL 1 becomes greater:J
Aside from that, it increases whe~ P1/~ becomes smaller
and yl/ct greater.
,:
‘*
“.—___ —. .~—
_..-—-q.————...—————— ,–— —.
.. —— - ,- —-.
,.. . . . . . .. . . . ,.
. . . . . . -, ...,,. ‘,.. . . . .
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Xow ve conclude -from:“(22):..Th~ valve s-tern,travels
the arriving velocity ,wave so ~uch faster as .,,c~ (the
stiffness of the spripg) and m. are smaller ‘a-n@the valve
openidg and valve prqssu~-e are .greatera : This statement
should not be confused with the injection lag i-n section
4; figure 8 shows the pertinent part in shaded Iines.
-. .,
., .,.
The effect of fn”,fE ~..a~d V “is riot unifor~. so -lo~$
as)the first sum cl/m in (22) is subsianti.ally”’~ repon- -
..
deiant , ‘Al increases. with increasing fn and E and. .
decreasing V; the stem travels so much faster, ~ve~ if
Y1. is, s~bstantially greater than ~l. However, cases of
opposi.:te effect are’~ot impossible,. ‘~ “
., . .
“The’fa,c~or ehz+ in (li4j-expresse’s the time rate’ of
ammlitude of t’he ilatllral oscillations. If & is posi-
tive, the amplitude, increases; if. A2. is nfyw~~ve> ‘heY
decrease. Equation (9) gives: -
(24)
.
,,
-..
for ?!3.= 0.. Accordingly,. h-~” nay also’~be taken-from. fig-
..;
u~e 7; wit’bout damping, it is always Ro’sitive; the ampli-
tudes increase. Yor the rest, the statements retain
tl?eir valitlity.as for Al;. th?,oscil+ations increase so
..
.m%Cli’faster-as cl; m; etc., are smaller,
,.
l?he coefficients. A; B, and C .in (14), express ~the
mag-aitv.de of the anplitudesq The general :,elationsk~p be-
tween A, 3, and C on t’he one hand, aqd cti:;p~, and Yl,..on
t’~leother, expressed in (10), (19) i and (20) is extremely
complex besides being nonuniform i~ places. For this
reason, the explanation is confined to the scope of prac-
tical application, As a rule, the amplitudes are lower as
the deno~inator (Al - & )2 + J.32 is higher, that.,is, as
the natural frequency As is hi~her and tlie faster the .
~tem travels the arriving velocity wave:. Contrariwise,
the higher the initial acceleration -D, ihat is, the
greater the g~.p between static and” slidihg friction of ~
the va.1.vest’e”m,and the smaller the ~wimular st~em s.e.ation.
relative to the stem section, the higher the amplitwdest .
We distinguish >etween three cases (fig. 9). For
. ...
..
b = Xo (L22 + k32) ‘T”:’ ‘ ‘:. ~ “.-’(25)
J
.__ . . . .... .. . .
.,,
.
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accor~ing to (19) there is no shifting of the median po-
sition of oscillation (11) - if b is smaller it ap-
proaches X. (1) from below; if b is greater, the stem
shoots .atthe very first instant far beyond this posi-
tion’ (III).
The acceleration of b being unaffected by the force
X. of the arriving wave’, the most adverse case 111 oc-
curs so much nore rarely as x. is greater, or in other
words, the valve operates more evenly with high, than with
low loafia
The same arguments hold for the closing yrocess, with
the difference, however, that case 111 may become benefi-
cial; the valve closes so much faster as the unequation
(compare (20)) :
is more pronounced hut by virtue of the impossibility
of arbitrarily influencing t’he instantaneous speed XL!
and acceleration X1l’ at cut-off of delivery, this case
is of only secondary imports-nce as, far as the general
argument is concerned.
b) With damping&- A valve whose stem executes growing
oscillations with constant fuel delivery i’sunserviceable.
Without-damping in proportion to the stem velocity, the
natural oscillations rise consistently even with constant
feed, as previously explained. Danping contingent upon
the path modi,fies only the natural frequency but not the
growth of the oscillations, and even the mechanical fric-
tion itself falls short in explanation, as shown elsewhere
on an example.
From (11) follows that damping causes j31 to de-
crease consistently; yz also decreases but only so long
as z&2<E*() Thus, figure 6 reveals that damping gen-9 02 a
erally diminishes t’he natural frequency h3; but for very
high damping factors & the natural frequency may rise
again;
.“
To determine the damping effect on Al and La, Fe
proceed as follows:
—.-————. ...—— . ----- ~~ ~——.-– . —-:”-——.———— ---- --—
,? ,. -.-: .:. ,.. ,
. . . .
.
. .
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.,Fi@re 7 gives ~z~ = y + z, which defines ?W
;.f’or numerical interpretation.
It will he remembered that according to (’7)
13
(9a)
(9%)
and ha
and (8)
?t~ is the real root of the equation of the 3d order,
CL’h~3 +8A~2+pL~+y=o,
..
whos’e coefficients and, in particular, the terms #h12, “
and y are all ~ositiveo 33~ rewriting the equation as ;
, it is seen that the amount-of. Al increases with 9. One c
surprising result then is that the valve stem travels the
arriving velocity wave so muck faster as the damping is
higher.
For Aa, hx=-2A2 .-;, according to (9a) and (9b).
Vriting this term in the above-mentioned equation of the
3d order gives a corresponding equatioa with As as a
Teal root:
8aha3+2fih2=y- +i2~+ ~$A2 +:)$”
It is seen ’t’hat ha is at first positive for small
damping t!, equals zero for the >ouudary va’lue
or
(:27a)
--
I
and negative for higher .3 values.
,. . .. —— -- .- ---.— -
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Thus the growth of. the oscillation
~hz t
-pressed with in (:14), is reduced
No. ’75$
amplitudes, ex-
by the damping;
for ~ (from (2’7)) the amplitudes remain the same; for
higher values they decrease. Conformably, a damping pro-
portional to the speed of the valve stem is beneficial.
The valve stem travels the velocity wave more quickly; the
natural oscillations (which without damping would increase)
arp damped.
‘7. IEKAMPL3! .
.,..
For illustration, we use the data of the well-known
Bosch’ %a~ve, shomn in-figure 2. The type DIT 4 ‘S
the following characteristics:
Weight of noving parts
1, of the stem (inclu-
sive of 50 percent
i o.f the. spring weig~t): 23.1 gi = 0.0231 kg
!,
4 Spring constaat: c1=115 kg/cn=l,15X104
Valvf+sten section: .fn=19.’7 mm2=19.7X10-6
1 has
,
kg m-~
$ Annular section of
1 valve sten: fr=12.5 mn2=12a5X10-~’m.2
Pump vo’lune V2 between
pump plunger and fuel-
line: V2=1830 mns=l.83X10-G n3
Volume of l-meter tube
having 2 mm diameter: V3=3.14X10-= ins
Elasticity 120dnlus (av-
,
erage) : E = 2X108 kg m-2
r (see equation (4)) (ref-
,, erence 1) for n=-400 , ....
) r.p.n. : ,J.m r“= 4.15xio-2 m2 sec-~.
ii
Likewise, fz Vz: f% Tz = 13.54X10-6 m3 sec-1
I
.
1
—— — —., ,.—— -..——..— -.+--..—-....—---——.-—-..
.,,...”’. . ... . : . .. :.- ..” ,.. .
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The yremi.ses are that all the fuel between punp
plunger and valve participates in the
_gressure fluctuation,
so that V = V1 + V2 + V3 = 5*71 x Zo I!ls. Then the val-
uesof the coefficients in (6) are (conpare (5)):
oco~31
a.= –––—9.81 =2.35 X10-3 kgn-z secz
p ‘.,,-1l 5X 104+ Q~:w&+-zd
=2.51 X104 kgn=l
8
19.7X10-6X4.15X10-2X2XI08
7
= -—.— —-—__________ _____
5.71X10-6
19.’7X10-6X18. 54X10-6X2X108
8 = —--———-—————_—————--———5.71X1O 6
=0.287X10B kgm-l ‘~sec
= 1.28 X104 kg see-l
~~ Without dam~~g,- We fornulate:
-——________
‘~ = !?”= 2“51x104 =.10068X10G secT2, ‘A ~ x = ~x~~z =O 287X10S-—
a-a 2.35X10-3 CLCL*
12.22X109 see-3
and read the natural frequency . .
?(.3 = 3410 se~-~
from figure 6.
. On page 40 of HeinrichIs report (reference l)’’is-g-iven
a natural frequency period of between 1.25X10-3 and
1.66X10-3 sec. as against our slightly higher 1.84X10-3
sec. Now , it is -physically impossitile that with stich high
oscillations, the entire fuel content in the pump line
participates on the pressure fluctuation, because s pres-
sure change can only propagate at sound velocity (about
1,500 m/s). I?or this reason it is assumed that aside from
the valve content, only half of the tube volume partici-
pates (a more accwzate figure would have to be obtained
by experiment). Then V = V1 + 0.5 T’3= 0.74 x 10-6 +
1.57 x SO-6 = 2e31 X 10-“6 ~3 , fr.on w>ich follows
P = 4.51 x 104 kg ril-~,, y = .s.).708!x 108 kg”ln-1 -1sec ,
6 = 3.165 X 104 kg .sec-L; .
_ .—.— ..-. —— —.----- .-.—.
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likewise,
for which figure 6 gives ?LS= 4510 sec-z~
corresponding to a period of 1.394 x 10-3 sec or 3.340
crank angle, which is in close accord with the test. The
further calculations are made with these new’ figures.
.
Alone, the natural frequency of the valve stem (see
(23)) would be:
“ ‘E=E%= 22’0 ‘ec-’y
that is, only about half of the natural frequency of the
valve system. The partial exponent Al of the term for
the shifting of the oscillation center A eh’t is accord-
ing to figure 7:
L==- 1430 sec-~
and for ?wj (24) ,
Al
AZ = -~= 715 see-z=
The injection lag may ‘be computed from (17). Since
th-e valve, at rest, is adjusted through the change in in-
itial spring tensiori to t-he prescribed valve pressures
the initial tension computed therefrom includes at.
the sane time the fri~%ion Ro. The residual pressure
Po is Po = 55 aim. for 400 r.p.m. , according to Hein-
rich. The fuel volume is, of course, that of the entire
volume V = v~-1-7T~+v3 between pump plunger and valve
sterna Then, according to (17) the valve pressure for 100
aim. is:
‘G(12.5-65X0.125) ~ 0C687X10-3 Sec
to = –~~7=~0————— ——
.’12.5X10-GX18. 54X10–GX2XI08
..
.-,
..-
or the lag in degrees of cradi an.g~es
YO=6X400X0. 687X10-3=1, 65° (CO+RO=100XI04 xfr=12 .5 kg)
—.. .—.—. .-. - ~ ~.. —,..——. -z —... .Z—— .—-—’-—
——.— —. .
- - . ~, = ,, ., . . .
,...
,,..
.,
. .
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The coefficients A, B, and C are defined according
to (17), while the initial acceleration b is disregard-
ed, since the amplitudes are apparent even without initial
acceleration. Then we have:
~
3.165xlo4’
-— -—-.
= 4.47X10”4 m
‘o=-=
7 0.708X108
.. .
and ,..
.“
A=- 4.47X’10-4 (7Z52+45102) =
-3.’74 X10-4 m,
21452+45102
-4.47X10-4 X143O(451O%7I52-143OX’715)
B = —--—- ————————— --———————=————-———— —- = -1.068X10-4 m,
4510(21452+4510 ) .
c =- %.. A.= -4.47X10-4+3.74X10-4 = -0.73 X10-4 m.
In this manuer the start of the stem motion is shown
in figure 10 (-:- curve). It is seen ,that, without danp-
ing, the oscillations would grow ra~i~:ly; at the second
lift (indicated by arrow in figure 10) the stem would al-
ready hit the stem stop.
@ With damping.- Owing to the’lack of experimental
data, the damping factors are estimations which are far
frosn reliable. We stipulate a damping $ of 4 kg m-l sec.
(Reason: the mean stem velocity is a%ov.t 0.25 m/s, for
which a damping force of 1 kg
according to (11):
@l = 4.51X104 -
42
.-—.-—--—
3X2.35X10-3
is to appear.? Then we have,
= 4.283X104 kg m-~
Y1 = 0.’708X108 +---—25:2----Z - ‘LAALEis;~ =
27X2.35 X1O 3X2.35X1O
0.461X108 kg m-l sec-z~
that is,
..
@l .
,.
= 18.25X10G see-2, 7*--
a
= 19.6X109
a
see-3 ,
equivalent to a natural ”frequeney of ?L3 = 4390. see-l
, .’
according to figure 60
.
,
--- . .. .. . . .
——. ——.— .-— .— .—-—
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Damping lowers the natural frequency. Besides, we
find from figure ‘7 that
~11 = - 1020 see-z,
whence
ha 1 = 510 see-l
and
~z=)@.A__=.l(32(j- 4.—.-——
3a 3X2.35X10-3
=
- 1,585 see-l ,
~2=&l +=n “+55 sec
Without allowance for %, equations (19) then give:
4,&’x& (552+43902 ) ~
A=- ————— ———— ——— —.— —.—
15302-1-43902
=
- 3.98 X10-4 m,
A 47X10-4 X1585(43902-552+55X1585) = - ~ 44X10-4 m, .
B = ---— —-—-—-————--—-—— l
--i390(1530= +43902 )
c = - 4.47 X10-%3.98X10-4 =- 0.49 X10-4 m.
shown in figure 10 as full-drawn curve.
I’o’rthe closing phase, it is simply assumed that the
pump feed stops at the instant the stsm. swings through
the median pos:tiun; t-hat is (see fig. 10):
i?ith these values follow fron (20) the quantities Al, Bl,
.,
and Cl at
Al = 4.61X10-4 m, B1 = 2.54X10-4 n, CL = - 0.14X10-& m,
when t-he stem swings exactly upward through the zero posi-
tion (x~l > O) and
AI!=3.2’7X10-4 m, B1l=O .34X10-4 m, Cl~=l.20X10-4 m, ~
when the stem swings exactly downward through the zero poD-
sition (x. ? < 0). Both processes are shown in figure 10,
—.—-——
——-.— - p-.~m---.- —y ~ -.. — .———— —.--— -—--
..-
.,. .
.,
,.
. ..- .,..-.,
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In the first case there is an after-spray of more than
double the amount of fuel, so that the pressure can be much
more decreasea than in the second case, From this follows:
The reduction of pressure in the fuel line (the residual
pressure p) is very much depeadent upon the momentary
motion atti?udo of the stem at the end of the pump feed,
AS the latter differs for each control setting and speed,
it is possible that the experiment may not be able to re-
veal any regular relati.onshi~ between residual pressure
PO on one hand, and speed and controZ setting on the
other~
The effect of friction ‘Rl on the damping of the nat-
ural oscillations nay now be estimated. The acceleration
iil a reversal point is, according to figure 10:
T)L= 2a )k3 X 1.1 X 10-4 X 43902 = 21.2 X 102m see-a
necessitating a load of
l?~ =~lm= 21.2 X 102 X 2.35 X 10-3 = 5 kg
on the valve stem. The friction RI, which appears with
the chaiige in direction can, however, be only of the ap-
proximate order of the stem weight; that is, less than
1/100 of the acceleration, so that its effect will not he
great. Only in the case of lateral -pressure on the stem
may friction appear which could effect any substantial
damping of the oscillation,
A comparison of figure 10 with figure 1 manifests a
qualitative agreement between theory and experiment. It
should be borne in mind that the speed of the fuel wave
is not uniform owing to the expansion processes ‘in the
line, so that the median location of the stem itself os-
cillates. (The peaks in figure 1 are the result of con-
necting the test points by straight lines.)
3. COMPARISON WITH AVAILABLE EXPERIMENTAL DATA
The general results given in section 6 should be
checked by systematic experiments. Some statements, how-
ever, may be made on the basis of the data already avail-
able (reference 1):
~
. .. .- - . . —
. . . . . .. . .-—. —.-. >..
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.
a~ In~ection la= (section 4).- IIeinrich finds that
—— ——————
,~he l.%g, expressed in dkgrees of crank angles is increased
as the.valve content, the valve pressure - that iss the
initial spring tension - and the speed are increased and
as the residual pressure between injections and the veloc-
ity wave are decreased. !l!heexample ”worked out in section
?,”likewise is quantitatively in agreement.
b~ Natural frequency (section 6).- Heinrichfs strobo-
.—...————— ———
grams distinctly reveal the oscillations of the valve stem.
The natural frequency computed in section ‘7 is in very .
close agreement with t’he experiment. Admittedly, the mess- .
Vrement does not reveal whether the oscillations are nat-
“-ural“oscillations or whether they are perhaps in part mo-
tivated ty the expansion processes in the tubes. On the .
oth-er hand, special experiments made by the Robert Bosch
Co. attest to actual oscillations in the valve system.
The same valve was fitted to the same pump once ‘without
fuel line, and with two tubes of 845 mm qnd 1,245 mm
1ength. The stem-travel curve is fundamentally the same
in all three arrangements - a proof that’ the oscillations
are not due to processes in the tube. The oscillation
superposed. on the %asic form had a frequency of around
4,300 see-z, whit’h checks very closely with our calcula-
tion. The amplitudes-were not as high as those given by
Iieinrich, who used a tubeof 1 meter length (fig. 1). It
is possible that coupling processes existed, in his cases
between stem oscillation and expansiaa oscillation in the
fuel tube which, according to the calculation, would in-
variably occur with this tube length as explained in sec-
tion 9. .
Berg and Rode~s diagrams also show” stem oscillations,
although considerably damped; likewise they reveal clear-
ly the exponential course at
feeii, -
start and cut-off of pump
...
9. 3?KESSURI! COURSE IN TEE VALVE. SPECIAL PROBLEMS
The yressure in the valve is, according tO (2) and
(~)
~ ap
—= ft ~ - r X- fn~ (2a)
dt
., ,
The speed %i is assumed constant, the course of
the stem travel z is ascertained (14), so that the course
.
-—.. .--—— .. .... —-Y .---W.- — ~—----- ., -------
—-—. .+—
=-y J --,-y--- - —--Y--7-’—--- --- -—. --- .-.. + .-
. ..-
. . ..-
. . . . . :., ,-, -., ,,. ,- .,- :., ,. . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . ... . .
.
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of p may be ‘ieterrnined. . The limiting condition is a
vajve pressure’ of 100- atmospheres, 200 atmospheres, etc,,
dependiq$ upon the initial spring tension at” start of in-
ject’%! (t * 0, % = o). . .
.,*
,., - ,17e forego the complicated “calc~lations, p-referring .
an’ a’@pro”ximation which has the ‘advantage of being more
comprehensive. T~e- chief point is the phase lag betweea
preistire and stem oscillation. If both are in phase, .:..-
that is, at high pressure concurrently with large injec-
tion, th,e spraye@. volume fluctuates extremely with respect
to”tim’e; with a 180° yhase lag, the discrepancies in the
s~ray Volv.me will”be smallc .:
...
.,.-
,“ As customary in alternating-current technique,”’the
oscillations are given in vectors (fig. 11), the constant
term being disregarded, and a harmonic oscillation of the
valve stem ‘is assumedi ‘ihe diagram is plotted with the.
figures of the exam~l~ in ‘section ‘7.* We see: the pres- .
sure oscillation leads the stem oscillation:”’by.more “thag.,
l/4.period, The lead-is so’”rnuch’greater as the stem sec~
tion is greater anQ- as the Valve opening and t~e spray .
velocity, that is, the valve pressure, is lowe~. Accord-
ing to that, a greater lead assures a more uniform injec-
tion. The course of the sprayed volume can be determined
by computing the spray velocity v from the pressure (ac-
cording to (2a)) by means,of the Eulerian equation:
,.
~v2=p
2 - PI (P, = pressure in cylinder chamber).
Assuming constant remaining valve factor, the inject-
ed quantity then follows fro~ the spray velocity and the
travel of the fuel stem, which may be readily computed”
from the results given herein. .-.
,.
.-.----—.-— -——- -.—--———- .- —..———.-————.-—
*.45 known, the first derivation has a lead of 1/4 period’
or 90°; its amplitude is @-f.o.ld(,Q= frequency)m ln the-,<
graph the amplitude x of the stem oscillation is assumed
at 0,1 mm; all values are gi~en according tQ magnitude, ~.
The pressure fluctuation l’cads the stem oscillation.by .
165° or 1.53° crank angle (period of whole oscillation, : ~
3.34° crank angle (compare section 7)); its amplitude is
18,8. atmospheres per 0.1 millimeter of stea amplitude.. .
The .figures.are in,yery close accor.d$with He.inrich~# .
data. (se&fig. 1.)
. .. . . . .
{
..- .—..,- .-. -.. .- .-_. _.—.
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From the design point of view, the high natural fre-
quency is of particular significance. It has %een shown
that the. natural frequency of the valve system is shout
twice as ~igh as that of the valve stem alone. If the
valve stem consists of “separate parts not rigidly fastened
together, t~ may ha~pen that the natural oscillation of the
part connected to the spring will s-till fall below the fre-
quency of the v~.lve system. In this case the stem parts
would lift each other from the particular place, causing
increased wear,
.
Another importan~ point “is the possibility of reso-
qah’ce-like compound effects between the expansion oscilla-
tion ii the fuel line and the”natural oscillation of the
valve system. The fuel wave ??equires a time interval’ of
al. (~
,
tl=c = length of tube in m, c = wave velocity %
1,500 in/s), to speed through ‘the fuel tube (forward ana
back again). Resonance in the conventional term, that is,l
increase in-oscillation amplitudes, occurs w“ae”nthins time
interval coincides-wit-h the period of the natural oscilla-
tion T=21T or its multip3._es; that is, when
G.
-(l l Tic= .x=
~ ‘(i =1, 2,’3 ...)“
. .
and when the phases are identical; .In o~r example in.sec-
t“ion ‘7, it would for’ i = 1 entaiZ -
z = n_x_EQQ . 1.0’7 m,4390
.
a figure well within normal yractice. Consequently, it is
entirely possible that resonances may. occur w-hich raise the
stem oscillations. I?ut as to the rest - with different “
phase ~ the motion processes may be extremely irregular.*
-—.——— --—— _-————L._L_A—L——-—..——----————..-A.
*FOT example~ the following may occur: By virtue of the
oyening shock-, the stem oscillates at first at natural
frequency.> Now assume that-’the tube oscillation has t’he
same frequeney but a phase such that the stern - “if it ‘fol-
lowed it - would oscillate iil the phase at 1/2 different
period. Then the tube oscillation and the daqping itself
slows up the notton to be followed by the stem; t’he-os-
cillations therefore decrease first, then increase again.
: -.
..
.’
.
—.7 - .;- . . . ..——----- ——-. —.--, .—
——— -“”—— —’- —--
x . ..--q.----.—-.———————. .—. .—. _ .—.
. . 7 :..’.”~- .“, .’
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Lastly, there is the so-called “after spray” of the
~aly~aw,..:1$.,,.isubst.ar+tiallya matter of pzocess?s-in”ifie
,. fuel ~tube’s(rmfe-rence ,k)s ;-j..Thequ.edtionstill remains as
Vo’’wliather tiifh the assumed rectangular velocity wave ‘(no
‘osci,ll.q.~:io.ns$:n..tubes), a.n a,?t~r ,s_&raY is ,Possibl~o It .
is’’~~o,-s:s.$.b,S.e‘when”the stem is so forcibly flung on its ,,
.-seat dur”ing the.”cut-off period,as. to tiake it bounce back,
or” tihon the n“a%tiral oscillati.oq superposed ,on the exponen-
tial curve of the “c’los”ing~otion makes an upward oscilla-
tion directly before reaching the seat of the stem. The
more detailed analysis may be made with (2~)~
Translation by J. Vanier,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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loackd fuel injection valve (Heinri.ch).
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Figure 4.-Assumed velocity course in the tube ahead of the valve.
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